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Abstract: The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) ligands modulate a variety of skin
functions but are rarely used in cosmetics. The aim of this double-blind, placebo-controlled, in vivo
study was to determine the effect of a topically applied 0.1% PPAR ligand on the composition and
physiological parameters of the stratum corneum (SC). By comparing verum and placebo groups
post-treatment, we demonstrate (via lipidomic analysis of tape strips) an unstatistically significant
trend toward an increase in long-chain triacylglycerols (C50–C56) and medium- and long-chain
ceramides (C42–C50) at the superficial SC. By comparing treated and untreated skin using confocal
Raman microspectroscopy, we found that the changes in lipid composition in the verum group led
to a significant increase in the number of trans conformers and orthorhombic organisation of lipids
at the exemplary SC depth. An increase in unfolded states in the secondary and tertiary keratin
structures results in an increased ability to bind water. The concentrations of tightly and strongly
bound water increase, while weakly bound and unbound water decrease in the entire SC, indicating
a transformation of water mobility to a state of increased hydrogen bonding. Thus, the topical PPAR
ligands improve the water-holding capacity and the barrier function of the SC.

Keywords: Raman microspectroscopy; lipidomic analysis; long-chain lipids; ceramides; triacylglycerols;
water mobility; hydrogen bonding; keratin folding; TEWL; skin hydration

1. Introduction

The stratum corneum (SC), the outermost horny layer of the skin, consists of cells
that have lost their nucleus and most organelles (corneocytes), which are surrounded by
inner protein and outer lipid envelopes [1], tightly interconnected by corneodesmosomes,
and embedded in the structurally organised lipid matrix [2]. The SC plays an important
role in protecting the body from external stressors, including pathogens and sunlight, as
well as water and electrolyte loss. The dry mass of the SC comprises ≈ 75–80% proteins
(mainly keratin), ≈5–15% intercellular lipids (ICLs), and up to 10% natural moisturising
factor molecules [3,4], which, in combination with water, enzymes, antioxidants, and
other substances [5,6] form a stable morpho-functional unity system, which is directly or
indirectly involved in the formation and maintenance of the skin barrier function.

The composition of the ICL matrix is unique and comprises ceramides (CERs ≈ 50
mass%), free fatty acids (FFAs ≈ 10 mass%), cholesterol (CHOL ≈ 25 mass%), cholesterol
sulphate, triacylglycerols (TGs) and others (≈15 mass%) [7,8] released from lamellar gran-
ules of the stratum granulosum [9] to form a membrane-like lipid structure in the lamellae.
This composition and the proportion of ICLs are important for the physiology of healthy
skin and are altered in skin diseases [10]. The lipid concentration is non-homogeneous
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throughout the SC, with a maximum near the surface and a minimum at the bottom [11–13].
The surface lipid portion is secreted with the sebum and contains a mixture of TGs, FFAs,
CHOL, wax esters, and squalene [14]. TGs are the main component of sebum (also called
sebaceous lipids) [15] and are partly degraded by lipases to FFAs [16]. Amphiphilic ce-
ramides are the main components of the SC ICL matrix in mammals and have both a polar
hydrophilic ‘head’ and a nonpolar hydrophobic ‘tail’, forming a unique lamellar structure
that exhibits self-organisation properties [17–19]. The polar hydrophilic lipid heads are
connected, facing toward the water environment, and form the periphery of the lipid
membrane. The nonpolar hydrophobic lipid tails are not in contact with water and form
a common hydrophobic central membrane zone [20,21]. There is no generally accepted
understanding of how the ICLs in the lamellae are structured. A three-layer model of the
lamellar structure, consisting of alternating long (≈13.4 nm) and short (≈6.4 nm) periodic-
ity phases, has been reported [22–24]. Alternative models describe the lamellar structure as
consisting only of the short periodicity phase of ≈4.2–4.8 nm [18,25–27] or an asymmetric
phase of ≈11 nm, which is a combination of two phases of 4.5 and 6.5 nm [18,28]. Thus,
the ICLs within the lamellae form a heterogeneous, layered zone that is parallel to the skin
surface [19] and structurally organised with a combination of orthorhombic (ordered, very
densely packed lipids) and hexagonal (ordered, less densely packed lipids) lateral packing
organisations [18,29]. Short-chain length lipids increase the hexagonal organisation, while
long-chain length lipids increase the orthorhombic organisation of the ICL matrix and,
thus, influence skin barrier function [30,31]. Therefore, skin diseases that are associated
with impaired barrier function are mainly connected with a decrease in long-chain and an
increase in short-chain lipids in the SC [29,32,33].

The lateral packing of ICLs is non-homogeneous in the SC of healthy human skin and
exhibits a distinct orthorhombic organisation at ≈20–40% of the SC depth ex vivo [34,35]
and in vivo [36,37]. The orthorhombic organisation directly determines the lateral organ-
isation of the ICL within the lamellae and, consequently, the quality of the skin barrier
function [24,29,38,39]. As a result, the structurally organised ICL matrix represents a hard
permeable membrane that does not allow most xenobiotics to permeate the SC and reach
the cells of the viable epidermis and dermis [40]. At the same time, the ICL matrix ensures
a constant value of trans-epidermal water loss (TEWL) and balanced skin hydration, thus
regulating the water homeostasis of the entire body.

The SC is non-homogeneously hydrated [41] and has the lowest water concentration
(≈35%) on the surface and the highest concentration (≈62%) on the bottom SC depth in
healthy human skin in vivo [11]. Most of the SC water is found in the corneocytes and not
in the ICL lamellae [42] due to the lower binding ability of water with the polar head groups
of lipids compared to keratin and natural moisturising factor molecules [43,44]. The water-
binding properties of the SC are also non-homogeneous in depth: at the uppermost depth
(0–30% of the SC thickness), natural moisturising factor molecules are mainly responsible
for water binding, whereas, at the remaining depth (40–100% of the SC thickness), the
keratin filaments have most of the binding sites and are responsible for water binding [45].

Keratin, the main protein of the SC, is non-homogeneously distributed in depth and
has the highest concentration at the surface and the lowest concentration at the bottom
of the SC [12,46]. At the boundary between the stratum granulosum and the SC, the
large profilaggrin protein (>400 kDa) is dephosphorylated and divided into numerous
filaggrin monomers, which bind to keratin filaments and form fibrils. Under the influence
of transglutaminases, the keratin fibrils are cross-linked by disulfide bonds, resulting in a
dense, insoluble in water keratin matrix [47]. In an aqueous solution, the nonpolar side
groups of the amino acids have no contact with water molecules, while the polar hydrophilic
groups are on the surface of the keratin. Since most of the water in the SC is inside the
corneocytes, the secondary and tertiary keratin structures are important for understanding
the regulation of water content and binding in the SC. The secondary structure of keratin is
related to the spatial organisation of the polypeptide chains, the main types of which are
the α-helix and the β-sheets. The tertiary structure of keratin reflects the spatial shape of
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its secondary structure, which results from its stabilisation by various interactions. The
tertiary structure includes keratin folding and is associated with intramolecular interactions
due to cystine disulfide bonds, tyrosine hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds between oppositely
charged side groups of amino acid residues, and other electrostatic forces that occur
between side chains within a protein. A keratin-water interaction can be studied with
Raman spectroscopy [45,48] and is advantageous for in vivo application, for instance, in
the investigation of the influence of cosmetic formulations on SC hydration [49], especially
during occlusion-induced swelling of the corneocytes [50].

Cosmetics offer moisturising, strengthening, and nourishing effects that target the
SC exclusively. The strengthening effect is related to the enhancement of the skin barrier
function and is mainly associated with the topical application of lipids [51,52]. It is known
that peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) are nuclear hormone receptors
and comprise three different isoforms, namely PPAR-α, PPAR-γ, and PPAR-β/δ, which
are activated by fatty acids and their derivatives [53]. After binding with specific ligands,
PPARs have several functions, such as regulation of gene expression, cell growth and differ-
entiation, apoptosis, inflammatory responses, glucose and lipid homeostasis, and tumour
genesis. PPARs also modulate a variety of skin functions, including keratinocyte prolifera-
tion, epidermal barrier formation, wound healing, melanocyte proliferation, and sebum
production [54–56]. PPAR-α/γ are preferentially expressed in the suprabasal epidermis,
while PPAR-β/δ is found throughout the epidermis. PPAR-γ protects against excessive
collagen synthesis and has antifibrotic [57], anti-inflammatory [58], and anti-obesity [59]
activities in the skin. PPAR-γ activators stimulate the expression of aquaporin 3 in ker-
atinocytes, which can influence the SC hydration and water binding properties [60] and is
an essential element of hair follicle development [61] and stem cell biology [62].

Due to their manifold beneficial effects, PPAR ligands are used in clinical trials, partic-
ularly in cancer therapy, anti-inflammatory therapy of multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid
arthritis, and as antidiabetic agents. Natural plant food terpenoids [53] and aloe phytos-
terols [63] act as ligands of PPAR-α and PPAR-γ and may be useful in the treatment of
obesity-induced metabolic disorders. Dietary PPAR-γ agonists exert inhibitory effects
on pro-inflammatory cytokines and promote differentiation in immune cells into anti-
inflammatory phenotypes [64]. The PPAR-γ isotype plays a role in stimulating sebocyte
development and lipogenesis but does not appear to contribute to epidermal tissue dif-
ferentiation [65,66]. In addition, PPAR ligands are used topically for the treatment of
skin diseases with minimal side effects [67]. For instance, a cream containing sunflower
oleodistillate—a natural PPAR-α agonist—has demonstrated a therapeutic effect on the
skin of patients with atopic dermatitis, similar to the effect of topical steroids [68].

Considering the fact that there is still a need for non-toxic cosmetic actives beneficial
for the SC, the use of PPARs in cosmetics seems very promising and has only been shown
in a few studies so far. Topical application of natural plant extracts has been shown to
act as a reversible PPAR-α agonist that induces the synthesis of ceramides and filaggrin,
thereby accelerating barrier repair activity [69]. The improvement of skin barrier function
by activation of PPAR-α and anti-inflammatory activity has been reported following the
topical application of exemplary flavonoids [70]. Topical mevalonolactone has been shown
to promote fatty acid transport to lamellar granules, which improves barrier function
through increased expression of PPAR-β/δ [71]. Tachibana et al. [72] have recently shown
that many natural compounds can activate PPAR-α and can potentially be used as cosmetic
actives. Exemplary PPAR-γ agonists have been shown to reduce melanogenesis, thus acting
as whiteners in cosmetics [73].

The aim of this double-blind placebo-controlled in vivo study was to investigate the
cosmetic effect of the topical application of PPAR ligand, in particular the PPAR-α and
PPAR-γ agonists, or oxeglitazar on the lipid composition and organisation, water binding,
and keratin folding in the SC using low-invasive (tape stripping) lipidomic analysis and
non-invasive confocal Raman microspectroscopy.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design

During visit 1 (V1), before the first treatment, the 4 cm × 4 cm area on the volar
forearm was marked for measurements at a distance of ≈30 cm from the middle fingertip.
If necessary, hair was carefully removed from the measurement position using scissors
without influencing the SC integrity. Eight of the volunteers were randomly assigned to the
verum group and the other eight to the placebo group. The volunteers were also randomly
assigned to apply the cream on the left or right forearm.

Subsequently, 3 measurements of the TEWL were performed on the marked area using
a Tewameter TM 300 (Courage+Khazaka electronic GmbH, Cologne, Germany). Then,
depth profiles at 10 different skin positions were recorded using CRM. The measurements
did not influence each other. Within the marked skin area and beside the position used for
the TEWL and CRM measurements, 5 tape strips were taken from half of the volunteers of
both groups. Further, the tape strips were prepared for lipidomic analysis. TEWL, CRM,
and tape stripping were performed before the beginning and at the end of the study during
visit 2 (V2) after 21 days of treatment.

Subsequent to the experiments, the volunteers autonomously applied an amount of
≈0.3 g of either a verum or a placebo cream twice daily (in the morning and evening)
on the volar forearm for the 21-day study period. The study personnel performed the
first cream treatment to show the volunteers the treatment procedure. The measurements
and, if applicable, the tape stripping procedure were repeated one day after the last cream
application. Neither the investigators nor the volunteers were aware which cream was the
verum during the study and subsequent analysis.

2.2. Volunteers

Sixteen healthy Caucasian volunteers (six male and ten female) aged 23 to 62 years
(mean age of 37 years) were included in this study. The volunteers were instructed not
to apply any skin care products on the arms at least 72 h prior to the beginning of the
study. During the 21-day study period, the volunteers were required to use only test
creams and no other cosmetic formulations on their arms. Before the measurements,
the volunteers acclimated for 15 min in laboratory conditions (temperature +21 ◦C). The
volunteers gave their written informed consent to participate in this study. Approval for the
measurements was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Charité–Universitätsmedizin
Berlin (EA1/190/19).

2.3. Applied Substances

The creams were provided by Merck Electronics KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany) and con-
sisted of a base cosmetic formulation (placebo cream) containing Cetearyl Alcohol, Cetearyl
Glucoside (4.0%), Sorbitan Stearate (1.5%), Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride (10.0%), Propylene
Glycol (3.0%), Xanthan Gum (0.3%), Aqua (79.1%), and Phenoxyethanol and Ethylhexyl Glyc-
erin (1.0%). The verum cream additionally contained 0.1% of oxeglitazar (5-(7-methoxy-3,3-
dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1-benzoxepin-5-yl)-3-methyl-penta-2,4 dienoic acid)—a non-therapeutic
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) ligand, specifically acting as a PPAR-α and
PPAR-γ agonist. The molecular formula of the oxeglitazar was C19H22O4, and the molecular
weight was 314.4. The chemical structure of the oxeglitazar is shown in Supplementary
Figure S1.

2.4. Confocal Raman Microspectroscopy (CRM)

Confocal Raman microspectroscopic measurements were performed in vivo and non-
invasively on the inner forearm skin area using a Model 3510 skin composition analyser
(RiverD International B.V., Rotterdam, The Netherlands). Depth profiles at 10 different skin
positions in the fingerprint (FP: 400–2200 cm−1, excitation at 785 nm, ≈20 mW) and in the
high wavenumber (HWN: 2500–4000 cm−1, excitation at 671 nm, 11 mW) regions were
recorded from the skin surface to a depth of 40 µm at increments of 2 µm, which ensures
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the entire SC was covered, which usually has a typical thickness of around 20 µm [74]. The
spatial and spectral resolutions of the CRM were <5 µm and <2 cm−1, respectively.

The SC thickness was evaluated by the distance from the skin surface, determined
by half of the maximum of the keratin-related Raman band intensity at 1650 cm−1 [46], to
the border of the SC to the underlying stratum granulosum, determined by the position,
where the water gradient profile (Raman band at 3000–3700 cm−1) reaches 0.5, proposed
by Crowther et al. [75]. Determining the skin surface position by the keratin-related Raman
band at 1650 cm−1 is advantageous [76], as no superposition with cream-related bands
exists (Supplementary Figure S2).

The following substances and physiological parameters of the SC were determined
depth-dependently:

The lipid concentration was determined by the ratio of lipid- (at 2850 and 2880 cm−1)
to keratin-related Raman band (at 2930 cm−1) intensities in the HWN region, i.e., (I2850 +
I2880)/I2930 according to the algorithm described in [36], which separates the overlapping
of lipid and keratin Raman band contributions in the HWN region.

The lamellar ICL organisation was determined by calculating the ratio of the Raman
band AUCs (area under the curve) at 1080 cm−1, which indicated the presence of lipid
chains containing gauche conformers (a less ordered lamellar organisation of ICLs), to
1060 and 1130 cm−1, which indicated the presence of trans conformers (a more ordered
lamellar organisation of ICLs). This ratio is described as I1080/(I1060 + I1130), according to
the literature [36,77].

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian band at 2850 cm−1, deter-
mined after deconvolution of the broad 2820–3030 cm−1 Raman band by four Gaussian
functions [78], characterised the lateral organisation state of the ICL. A narrower FWHM
denotes a higher hexagonal (disordered) ICL organisation, while a broader FWHM denotes
a higher orthorhombic (ordered) ICL organisation [79].

The β-sheet/α-helix ratio characterised the secondary structure of keratin and was
determined by calculating the ratio of the Raman band AUCs for β-sheet keratin forms (952–
966 cm−1) to those for α-helix keratin forms (924–946 cm−1), expressed as I952–966/I924–946, as
described in the literature [45,80].

The exposed states of CH3 side-chains of keratin, i.e., folding/unfolding states of
keratin [81], were determined by the position of a Gaussian function at ≈2930 cm−1 after
decomposition of the broad Raman band, which characterised the symmetric stretching
vibration of the hydrophobic CH3 group, i.e., the tertiary structure of keratin [45,82,83].

The cysteine forming disulphide bonds in keratin filaments described the tertiary ker-
atin structure and was determined by the ratio of C–S (690–712 cm−1)/S–S
(474–578 cm−1) AUCs, i.e., I690–712/I474–578, according to the literature [45].

The buried and exposed configurations of aromatic rings of tyrosine in keratin were
determined by the ratio of the ring-breathing Raman band AUCs sensitive to buried
(830 cm−1) and exposed (850 cm−1) tyrosine side chains, i.e., I830/I850, as described in the
literature [45,77,84].

To compensate for the light loss caused by absorption and scattering in the skin,
the relative concentration of total water was determined by the ratio of the AUCs of
the water-related Raman band (3350–3550 cm−1) to the keratin-related Raman band
(2935–2980 cm−1) [5].

The relative concentrations of tightly bound (Raman shift position at 3015 cm−1),
strongly bound (Raman shift position at 3225 cm−1), weakly bound (Raman shift position
at 3451 cm−1), and unbound (Raman shift position at 3633 cm−1) water mobility states
were determined by the ratio of the corresponding decomposed Gaussian band intensity
at I3015, I3225, I3451, or I3633 to the sum intensity of all water-related decomposed Gaussian
bands (I3015 + I3225 + I3451 + I3633), as described elsewhere [48,85]. The values are in % of
the total water concentration.

The hydrogen bonding state of the water (water mobility state) in the SC represents the
ratio of weakly bound to strongly bound water, introduced by Choe et al. [85]. Lower values
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represent an increased number of hydrogen bonds between the water and its surroundings
(keratin, NMF, and ICLs), which is associated with a stronger skin barrier function.

The presented parameters were calculated based on the spectral Raman profiles
throughout the entire SC and were interpolated at steps of 10% of the SC thickness (% SC
depth) for every profile. For readability, the profiles are shown without standard deviation.

2.5. Tape Stripping

D-squame tape strip discs (CuDerm, Dallas, TX, USA) were taken, and each tape strip
was placed in a plastic tube (Safe-Lock Tubes 2.0 mL, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany)
and stored at −80 ◦C. To prepare tape strip samples for lipidomic analysis, 1 mL methanol
(Biosolve BV, ULC/MS-CC/SFC, Valkenswaard, Netherlands) was added to each plastic
tube and incubated for one hour on a rotary shaker (PMR-30, Grant Instruments Ltd.,
Shepreth, UK). The tape strip disc was always placed at the bottom of the tube and covered
with methanol. Then, the methanol solution was transferred to a new plastic tube (Safe-
Lock Tubes 1.5 mL, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) using 1 mL Eppendorf tips (new
for each sample), dried in SpeedVac (concentrator 5301, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany),
stored at −80 ◦C, and shipped on dry ice for further lipidomic analysis.

2.6. Lipidomic Analysis

TGs from the SC samples were extracted with tert-methyl-butyl ether (MTBE) solvent
and analysed by reverse-phase liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (RP-
LC/MS2). CERs from the SC samples were extracted using a mixture of chloroform,
isopropanol, and methanol and analysed by direct-infusion, high-resolution tandem mass
spectrometry (DI-MS2). RP-LC/MS2 and DI-MS2 workflows and the preparation and data
analysis procedures are described in detail in the literature [86,87].

The following TGs: TG(14:0_14:0_15:0), TG(14:0_15:0_16:1), TG(15:0_15:0_16:0),
TG(15:1_16:0_16:1), TG(15:0_16:0_16:1), TG(15:0_16:0_16:0), TG(14:0_16:1_18:1),
TG(16:0_16:0_16:1), TG(16:0_16:0_16:0), TG(15:1_16:1_18:1), TG(15:0_16:1_18:1),
TG(15:0_16:0_18:1), TG(15:0_16:0_18:0), TG(16:1_16:1_18:2), TG(16:0_16:0_18:1),
TG(16:0_16:0_18:0), TG(16:1_17:1_18:1), TG(16:0_17:1_18:1), TG(16:0_17:0_18:1),
TG(16:0_17:0_18:0), TG(16:1_18:1_18:2), TG(16:0_18:1_18:2), TG(16:0_18:0_18:1),
TG(17:1_18:1_18:1), TG(17:0_18:1_18:1), TG(18:1_18:2_17:1), TG(18:0_18:1_18:1),
TG(18:1_18:1_19:1), TG(18:1_18:1_20:2), and TG(18:1_18:1_20:1) and the following CERs:
Cer(d16:2/18:0), dhCer(d18:0/18:1), Cer(d20:1/18:0), dhCer(d20:0/18:0), Cer(t18:0/20:0),
Cer(m18:2/23:0), dhCer(d22:0/18:0), Cer(m20:2/22:0), Cer(d18:2/23:0), Cer(d18:2/24:0),
Cer(t17:0/24:0), Cer(m20:2/24:0), Cer(d19:2/24:0), Cer(t16:0/26:0), α|ω-Cer(t17:0/24:0),
α|ω-Cer(d18:2/25:0), dhCer(d20:0/24:0), Cer(t18:0/25:0), α|ω-Cer(t18:0/24:0),
Cer(m22:2/24:0), Cer(d18:2/27:0), α|ω-Cer(d20:1/24:0), Cer(t18:0/26:0), α|ω-Cer(t18:0/25:0),
Cer(m21:2/26:0), Cer(d20:2/26:0), Cer(d19:2/26:0), dhCer(d20:0/26:0), Cer(d21:1/24:0),
α|ω-Cer(t18:0/26:0), α|ω-Cer(d20:2/26:0), Cer(t20:1/26:0), Cer(t18:0/28:0),
α|ω-Cer(t21:0/24:0), Cer(d22:2/26:0), α|ω-Cer(d20:2/27:0), dhCer(d24:0/24:0),
Cer(t22:0/25:0), Cer(m22:2/28:0), Cer(t20:0/28:0), and Cer(d20:2/30:0) were determined
in the SC tapes using lipidomic analysis. The mean values obtained from 5 tape strips for
4 volunteers in the verum group and 4 volunteers in the placebo group are presented.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Statistical evaluation was performed using the statistical functions of OriginPro 9.0
(Northampton, MA, USA) and MATLAB R2019b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

During the lipidomic analysis, the mean values averaged for 5 tape strips were com-
pared, suggesting the non-normal distribution of the data due to the low number of
volunteers in every group (4 in the placebo and verum groups). Thus, the comparison
between V1 (untreated) and V2 (post-treated) within one group was performed using a
paired sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, and the comparison between the verum and
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placebo groups was performed using a Mann–Whitney test. The difference in fold change
from 1 has been proven using a one sample t-test.

During the Raman analysis, the mean values of 5–10 profiles for every subject mea-
sured during V1 (untreated) and V2 (post-treated) were compared for the verum and
placebo groups and between the groups for every SC depth using a paired sample t-test.

During the TEWL and SC thickness analysis, the mean values were compared, sug-
gesting the non-normal distribution of the data due to the low number of volunteers in
every group (8 in the placebo and verum groups). Thus, the comparison between V1
(untreated) and V2 (post-treated) within one group was performed using a paired sample
Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, and the comparison between the verum and placebo groups
was performed using a Mann–Whitney test.

p < 0.05 were considered significant, and p < 0.01 were considered strongly significant.
Compensation for type 1 errors due to multiple testing was not performed; therefore, the
occurrence of single significant differences should be considered carefully.

3. Results

The total amount of applied cream per volunteer during the 21-day study period was,
on average, 12 ± 8 g for the placebo and 14 ± 8 g for the verum group. The verum cream
was slightly denser, with 0.35 g per stroke, as opposed to 0.32 g per stroke for the placebo
cream. According to surveys at the end of this study, two volunteers of the placebo group
forgot once, and one volunteer of the placebo group forgot twice to apply the cream during
the study period.

3.1. Influence of the Test Formulations on the Lipids of the SC
3.1.1. Triacylglycerols (TGs)

Figure 1A shows the change in the concentration of all thirty measured superficial SC
TGs in the verum and placebo groups (V1: before, and V2: after the treatment period of 21
days). No significant differences were measured before and after treatment in both groups,
but a tendency for a slight increase in the total TG concentration in the placebo compared
to the verum group was observed (1.2 vs. 1.0 times on average). The fold change (V2/V1
ratio) is presented in Figure 1B and shows no significant differences between the verum
and placebo groups. The mean non-significant fold change was 1.0 ± 0.2 in the verum and
1.3 ± 0.5 in the placebo group, calculated for all thirty TGs. Figure 1C shows the TG fold
change during V2 (verum V2/placebo V2 ratio) for all thirty measured TGs. It is obvious
that verum treatment results in a strong, non-significant increase in the concentration of
mainly long-length chain TGs: TG(15:0_16:0_18:0), TG(16:0_16:0_18:1), TG(16:1_18:1_18:2),
TG(16:0_18:1_18:2), TG(16:0_18:0_18:1), TG(18:1_18:2_17:1), TG(18:0_18:1_18:1),
TG(18:1_18:1_19:1), TG(18:1_18:1_20:2), and TG(18:1_18:1_20:1), while placebo treatment
results in a significant increase in the concentration of short- and medium-length chain TGs:
TG(14:0_14:0_15:0), TG(14:0_15:0_16:1), TG(15:1_16:0_16:1), TG(15:0_16:0_16:1),
TG(15:0_16:0_16:0), TG(16:0_16:0_16:1), TG(15:0_16:0_18:1), and TG(16:0_17:0_18:0) and a
non-significant increase in mainly the short- and medium-length chain
TGs: TG(15:0_15:0_16:0), TG(14:0_16:1_18:1), TG(16:0_16:0_16:0), TG(15:1_16:1_18:1),
TG(15:0_16:1_18:1), TG(16:1_16:1_18:2), TG(16:0_16:0_18:0), TG(16:1_17:1_18:1),
TG(16:0_17:1_18:1), and TG(16:0_17:0_18:1).

Normalising to the concentration of the short-length chain TG(14:0_14:0_15:0) shows
that the ≥2-fold change between the verum and placebo groups during V2 (verum V2
normalised/placebo V2 normalised ratio) was observed for the following twelve TGs:
TG(16:0_16:0_18:1), TG(16:0_16:0_18:0), TG(16:1_18:1_18:2), TG(16:0_18:1_18:2),
TG(16:0_18:0_18:1), TG(17:1_18:1_18:1), TG(17:0_18:1_18:1), TG(18:1_18:2_17:1),
TG(18:0_18:1_18:1), TG(18:1_18:1_19:1), TG(18:1_18:1_20:2), and TG(18:1_18:1_20:1), which
are medium- and majorly long-length chain TGs (≥C50). A significant fold change of ≈9
was observed for the long-length chain TG(18:0_18:1_18:1) (Supplementary Figure S3). The
mean acyl chain length of all TGs (determined by the total number of carbons in the three
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fatty acids) before and after the treatment showed no significant changes in the verum
(C48.0 ± 0.1 and C48.6 ± 1.3) and placebo (C48.0 ± 0.1 and C48.0 ± 0.1) groups and also
between the groups. However, the verum group has a stronger tendency for TG acyl chain
length to increase following treatment than the placebo group (Figure 1C, Supplementary
Figure S3).
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Figure 1. The influence of creams on human SC TGs. Changes in the mean concentration of thirty
TGs in the verum/placebo groups before (dark grey/light grey) and after (green/red) treatment (A);
the fold change (V2/V1 ratio) in the verum (green) and placebo (red) groups (B); the fold change
(verum V2/placebo V2 ratio) (C). “*”/”×” represent significant differences p < 0.05/p < 0.01 between
the verum and placebo groups. The horizontal line in (B,C) means that there are no changes between
the groups—zoom in for better visualisation.
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3.1.2. Ceramides (CERs)

Figure 2A shows the change in the concentration of all forty-one measured super-
ficial SC CERs in the placebo and verum groups (V1: before, and V2: after the treat-
ment period of 21 days). No significant differences were measured before and after
treatment in both groups, but a tendency for a slight increase in the total CER concen-
tration in the placebo compared to the verum group was observed (1.2 vs. 1.1 times).
The fold change (V2/V1 ratio) is presented in Figure 2B and shows no significant dif-
ferences between the verum and placebo groups for all forty-one CERs. The mean
non-significant fold change was 1.2 ± 0.2 in the verum and 1.4 ± 0.3 in the placebo
group. Figure 2C shows the CER fold change during V2 (verum V2/placebo V2 ratio)
for all forty-one measured CERs. It is obvious that the verum treatment results in a
non-significant increase in the concentration of eleven short-, medium- and long-length
chain CERs: dhCer(d18:0/18:1), Cer(d20:1/18:0), dhCer(d20:0/18:0), Cer(m20:2/22:0),
α|ω-Cer(t18:0/24:0), α|ω-Cer(d20:1/24:0), α|ω-Cer(t18:0/26:0), α|ω-Cer(t21:0/24:0),
dhCer(d24:0/24:0), Cer(t22:0/25:0), and Cer(t20:0/28:0), while the placebo treatment re-
sults in a significant increase in the concentration of medium-length chain Cer(d18:2/27:0)
and a non-significant increase in the remaining twenty-nine CERs. Normalising to the con-
centration of the short-length chain Cer(d16:2/18:0) shows that the ≥2-fold change between
the verum and placebo groups during V2 (verum V2 normalised/placebo V2 normalised
ratio) is observed for the following thirteen CERs: Cer(m20:2/22:0), α|ω-Cer(t18:0/24:0),
α|ω-Cer(d20:1/24:0), α|ω-Cer(t18:0/25:0), Cer(d19:2/26:0), α|ω-Cer(t18:0/26:0), α|ω-
Cer(d20:2/26:0), Cer(t20:1/26:0), α|ω-Cer(t21:0/24:0), α|ω-Cer(d20:2/27:0),
dhCer(d24:0/24:0), Cer(t22:0/25:0), and Cer(t20:0/28:0), which are the medium- and long-
length chain CERs (≥C42). A significant fold change of ≈2.5 was observed for the long-
length chain Cer(t20:0/28:0) (Supplementary Figure S4). The mean CER chain length
(determined by the total number of carbons in the fatty acid and sphingoid moieties) before
and after the treatment showed no significant changes in the verum (C44.8 ± 1.1 and
C45.3 ± 0.8) and placebo (C44.3 ± 0.9 and C44.8 ± 1.1) groups and also between the groups.
Nevertheless, the clear tendency for CER chain length to increase after the treatment is
stronger pronounced in the verum than in the placebo group (Supplementary Figure S4).

3.1.3. Lipid Concentration

The depth profile of the total lipid concentration in the SC before (V1) and after
treatment (V2) determined by CRM is shown in Figure 3A. After treatment, the lipid
concentration significantly increased at 0–40% SC depth in the placebo and at 0–30% SC
depth in the verum group. This could be an effect of the penetrated creams, as the directly
measured lipid concentration was 4.9 ± 1.1 Arb. Unit for the placebo and 5.8 ± 1.3 Arb.
Unit for the verum cream are higher than the values at the untreated superficial SC depth
(≈1.1 Arb. Unit, Figure 3A). The differences between the placebo and verum groups during
V2 were not statistically significant, except for the exemplary 70% SC depth, with a higher
concentration in the placebo group.

3.1.4. Lamellar ICL Organisation

The lamellar ICL organisation is an indirect measure of the skin barrier function and
can be determined using CRM by the I1080/(I1060 + I1130) ratio. Lower values represent a
higher amount of trans conformers (higher-ordered ICL state), while higher values represent
a higher number of gauche conformers (lower-ordered ICL state). In the trans conformation,
the lipid alkyl chains are oriented straight, making the lipid molecules more densely
packed. The directly measured I1080/(I1060 + I1130) value was 0.40 ± 0.07 for the placebo and
0.42 ± 0.06 for the verum cream, which is very close to the initial values at the superficial SC
of untreated skin (I1080/(I1060 + I1130) ≈ 0.35–0.42) (Figure 3B). Thus, the creams themselves
have no influence on the obtained profiles after the verum and placebo treatments.
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Figure 2. The influence of creams on human SC CERs. Changes in the mean concentration of
forty-one CERs in the verum/placebo groups before (dark grey/light grey) and after (green/red)
treatment (A); the fold change (V2/V1 ratio) in the verum (green) and placebo (red) groups (B); the
fold change (verum V2/placebo V2 ratio) (C). “*” represents a significant difference p < 0.05 between
the verum and placebo groups. The horizontal line in (B,C) means that there are no changes between
the groups—zoom in for better visualisation.
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Figure 3. The influence of creams on human SC lipids. Depth profiles of lipid concentration (A),
lamellar (B), and lateral (C) ICL organisation in the SC in the verum/placebo groups before (V1, dark
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All groups showed a minimum I1080/(I1060 + I1130) ratio (maximal number of trans
conformers) at 10–20% SC depth. For the verum group, the number of trans conformers
significantly increases in this region (0–30% SC depths), directly indicating an enhancement
of the skin barrier function. During V2, the placebo group shows a significantly higher
number of trans conformers than the verum group at 60–90% SC depth.

3.1.5. Orthorhombic/Hexagonal Lateral State of ICLs

The FWHM of the 2850 cm−1 band is a measure of the lateral state of ICLs [78]. A
narrower FWHM denotes a higher hexagonal (low ordered state) ICL organisation, while a
broader FWHM denotes a higher orthorhombic ICL organisation (highly ordered state).
Both groups show a continuous decrease in the FWHM towards the deeper SC depth. The
ICL organisation of the placebo group decreased significantly after treatment at 0–10%
SC depth, which was not observed for the verum group. For the verum group, the ICL
organisation is significantly increased towards higher orthorhombic organisation at 30 and
60% SC depth. During V2, the placebo group shows a significantly lower ICL organisation,
only at 70% SC depth, compared to the verum group. The observed changes could not
be attributed to the penetrated creams, as the directly measured FWHM of the 2850 cm−1

band was 20.8 ± 0.8 cm−1 for the placebo and 20.4 ± 0.7 cm−1 for the verum cream, i.e.,
very close to the values at the surface of the untreated skin (≈21.7 cm−1).

3.2. Influence of the Test Formulations on the Keratin of the SC
3.2.1. β-Sheet/α-Helix Keratin Forms

The β-sheet/α-helix ratio is determined by the ratio of the I952–966/I924–946 band inten-
sities, and its depth profiles in the SC are shown in Figure 4A. The α-helix form is highly
stable with less exposed side chains and a lower possibility to bind water than the β-sheet
form. All profiles show a minimum at 10% SC thickness (highest α-helix form) and a
gradual increase towards the bottom of the SC (highest β-sheet form). While no significant
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differences were found for the placebo group, the β-sheet/α-helix ratio is significantly
higher for the verum group during V2 throughout the entire SC. This means that the
possibility of binding water with keratin significantly increases after the application of
verum cream. The creams themselves do not influence the obtained results; as directly
measured, the I952–966/I924–946 ratio was 0.23 ± 0.03 for the placebo and 0.29 ± 0.04 for
the verum cream, which is considerably lower than the values corresponding to the skin
surface (≈0.45).
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Figure 4. The influence of creams on human SC keratin. The depth profiles of β-sheet/α-helix
keratin forms (A), cysteine forming disulphide bonds in the keratin filaments (B), buried/exposed
tyrosine (C), and Raman band position at 2930 cm−1 (D) in the SC in the verum/placebo groups
before (V1, dark grey/light grey) and after (V2, green/red) treatment. Significant (p < 0.05, marked
with “*”) and strongly significant (p < 0.01, marked with “×”) differences between untreated (V1) and
post-treated (V2) skin are shown with green/red colours for the verum/placebo groups and with
black for the comparison between verum V2 and placebo V2 at a certain SC depth. The SC thickness
is normalised to 100% (0%: surface; 100%: bottom of the SC). The colour in the arrows represents the
increase (dark blue) and decrease (light blue) of water molecules bonding by keratin.

3.2.2. Cysteine Forming Disulphide Bonds in the Keratin Filaments

The cysteine forming disulphide bonds in the keratin filaments are determined by the
I690–712/I474–578 ratio, and its depth profiles in the SC are shown in Figure 4B. Higher values
denote a lower amount of cysteine, which forms disulphide bonds in keratin chains, which
entails weak interaction between the cysteine side chains and, hence, reduced folding,
thereby enhancing the possibility of binding water. All profiles show a minimum at ≈10%
SC depth and a gradual increase towards the bottom of the SC. No significant differences
between the placebo and the verum groups were found when comparing V1 and V2.
During V2, the verum group shows significantly higher values at 0–10 and 90% SC depths
compared to the placebo group, which indicates an increased possibility for water binding
at these depths. Directly measured, the I690–712/I474–578 ratio was 0.04 ± 0.02 for the placebo
and 0.04 ± 0.01 for the verum cream, i.e., the creams have no or only a negligible influence
on the results.
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3.2.3. Buried/Exposed Tyrosine

Buried tyrosine forms hydrogen bonds with keratin side chains, while exposed tyrosine
forms hydrogen bonds with water and biomolecules outside the keratin chains. Therefore,
an increased buried/exposed tyrosine ratio, determined by the I830/I850 value, denotes an
increased folding of keratin and a decreased possibility of binding water. All profiles shown
in Figure 4C have minimal values at 20–40% SC depth, indicating the lowest water binding
possibilities at the skin surface and at the bottom of the SC. For the placebo group, the ratio
is significantly decreased at the surface (0% SC depth) and increased at 60–80 and 100% SC
depth during V2 compared to V1. For the verum group, it decreased only at 0% SC depth.
During V2, the buried/exposed tyrosine ratio of the verum group is significantly higher
than that of the placebo group at 40% SC depth. The creams themselves have no influence
on the results, as the directly measured I830/I850 ratio was 0.52 ± 0.05 for the placebo and
0.54 ± 0.04 for the verum cream, which is very close to the values corresponding to the
superficial SC of the untreated skin (≈0.51).

3.2.4. Folding States of CH3 Residues in Keratin Chains

A shift towards higher (lower) wavenumbers of the band position at ≈2930 cm−1 is re-
lated to an unfolding (folding) of keratin’s tertiary structure, entailing stronger (weaker) ex-
posure of the side chains and consequently stronger (weaker) possibility to bind water [45].
All profiles shown in Figure 4D increase from the skin surface to ≈30% SC depth and
decrease only slightly from this region towards the bottom of the SC. The 2930 cm−1 band
position significantly shifts towards lower wavenumbers in the placebo group at 0–60
and 90% SC depths during V2 compared to V1. For the verum group, it significantly
shifts towards higher wavenumbers at 40–50 and 80% SC depth during V2. Significant
differences between the placebo and verum groups were not found during V2. Directly
measured, the band position around 2930 cm−1 was 2928.3 ± 0.3 cm−1 for the placebo and
2928.5 ± 0.6 cm−1 for the verum cream, i.e., much lower than the values corresponding to
the skin surface (≈2933.7 cm−1). Thus, the cream could potentially influence the results for
the placebo and verum groups at the superficial SC depth.

3.3. Influence of the Test Formulations on the Water of the SC

The data on tightly, strongly, weakly bound, unbound, and total water are inconsis-
tent, have large standard deviations, and show interindividual variation. Therefore, the
data in Figure 5 are presented in the form of differences in the mean values (V2–V1) for
better clarity.

3.3.1. Tightly Bound Water

Tightly bound water makes up ≈3% of the total water in the SC. The difference (V2–V1)
in the concentration of tightly bound water is presented in Figure 5A. Significant differences
were found only at exemplary SC depths: an increase at 80–90% SC depth in the verum
and a decrease at 20% SC depth in the placebo group. At 90% SC depth, the verum group
had significantly more tightly bound water than the placebo group.

3.3.2. Strongly Bound Water

Strongly bound water makes up ≈41% of the total water in the SC. The difference
(V2–V1) in the concentration of strongly bound water is shown in Figure 5B. Significant
differences were observed only at the exemplary SC depth: an increase at 0, 80, and 100%
SC depth in the verum group; an increase at 80–100% SC depth in the placebo group; and a
decrease at 0% SC depth in the placebo group. During V2, the concentration of strongly
bound water was significantly higher in the placebo than in the verum group at 10–70 and
90% SC depth.
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Figure 5. Influence of creams on human SC water. Difference between V2 and V1 in the mean
concentration of tightly bound (A), strongly bound (B), weakly bound (C), unbound (D) water
mobility states, total water concentration (E), and hydrogen bonding state of water (F) in the SC in
the verum (green) and placebo (red) groups. Significant (p < 0.05, marked with “*”) and strongly
significant (p < 0.01, marked with “×”) differences between untreated (V1) and post-treated (V2) skin
are shown with green/red colours for the verum/placebo groups and with black for the comparison
between verum V2 and placebo V2 at a certain SC depth. The SC thickness is normalised to 100%
(0%: surface; 100%: bottom of the SC).

3.3.3. Weakly Bound Water

Weakly bound water makes up ≈54% of the total water in the SC. The difference
(V2–V1) in the concentration of weakly bound water is illustrated in Figure 5C. A significant
decrease was only observed at 0 and 80% SC depth in the verum group. During V2, the
concentration of weakly bound water was significantly higher in the verum than in the
placebo group at 10–50 and 70% SC depth.
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3.3.4. Unbound Water

Unbound water makes up ≈2% of the total water in the SC. The difference (V2–V1) in
the concentration of unbound water is depicted in Figure 5D. A significant decrease was
observed at 40–60 and 80% SC depth in the verum group and at 80–100% SC depth in the
placebo group. Significant differences between the verum and placebo groups during V2
were not found.

3.3.5. Total Water

The difference (V2–V1) in the concentration of total water is represented in Figure 5E.
A significant decrease was only found at 0% SC depth in the verum and placebo groups.
During V2, the water concentration was significantly higher in the verum than in the
placebo group at 0% SC depth. No significant differences were found at the remaining
SC depth.

3.3.6. Hydrogen Bonding State of Water

The difference (V2–V1) in the hydrogen bonding state of water is shown in Figure 5F.
A lower value indicates an increased number of hydrogen bonds between the water and
the environment. Significant differences were observed only at the exemplary SC depth: a
decrease at 80 and 100% SC depth in the verum group; an increase at 0% SC depth; and
a decrease at 80–100% SC depth in the placebo group. During V2, the hydrogen bonding
state of water was significantly higher in the verum than in the placebo group at 10–70 and
90% SC depth. The mean reduction in the hydrogen bonding state of water from V1 to V2
was higher in the verum than in the placebo group (≈3.0% vs. ≈0.2%), indicating stronger
water binding in the SC of the verum group after treatment.

3.4. Influence of the Test Formulations on the Trans-Epidermal Water Loss (TEWL)

Significant differences in TEWL values between the placebo and verum groups or
between V1 and V2 were not found. However, TEWL tended to decrease slightly from V1
to V2 in the placebo group, while it did not change in the verum group (Figure 6A).
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3.5. Influence of the Test Formulations on the SC Thickness

The changes in the SC thickness are shown in Figure 6B. There were no significant
differences in the SC thickness between the placebo and verum groups or between V1
and V2 of both groups. This indicates that an occlusion effect induced by the creams can
be neglected.

4. Discussion

Topically applied substances penetrate the SC mainly intercellularly and, thus, influ-
ence the ICL concentration and organisation inside the lamellae. The lipidomic analysis
shows non-significant changes in the total concentration of TGs and CERs in the superficial
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SC depth (collected from five tape strips) after treatment with verum or placebo cream with
a clear tendency for a greater increase in the placebo compared to the verum group (1.2 vs.
1.1 times in average, Figures 1A and 2A). The observed trend is in complete agreement with
the Raman data, which show a significant increase in lipid concentration at the superficial
SC depth after treatment (Figure 3A). This increase is most likely due to the accumula-
tion of cream residues at the superficial SC depth without significant differences between
the placebo and verum groups. The fold changes (V2/V1 ratio) in the concentration of
exemplary lipids among thirty TGs (Figure 1A,B) and forty-one CERs (Figure 2A,B) are
not significant, with a tendency for a greater increase in the placebo (TGs: 1.3; CERs: 1.4)
than in the verum group (TGs: 1.0; CERs: 1.2). To find any trends, the fold change (Verum
V2/Placebo V2) was analysed with a limitation: data before treatment were not considered.
The comparison of the verum and placebo groups after treatment clearly shows that the
verum treatment resulted in a strong non-significant increase in the concentration of mainly
long-length chain TGs (C50–C56) (Figure 1C, Supplementary Figure S3) and medium- and
long-length chain CERs (C42–C50) (Figure 2C, Supplementary Figure S4), while the placebo
treatment leads to a significant increase in the concentration of short- and medium-length
chain TGs (C43–C51) (Figure 1C, Supplementary Figure S3) with no pronounced effect
on CERs (Figure 2C, Supplementary Figure S4). Although no significant changes in the
mean chain length of all TGs and CERs after treatment were found, the clear tendency
to increase is more pronounced in the verum than in the placebo group (Supplementary
Figures S3 and S4). This indicates an effect of the active ingredient of the verum cream
(PPAR ligand) on the lipid composition in the superficial SC. These lipidomic results are an
indirect indication of the improvement in skin barrier function after the verum treatment,
as an increase in long-length acyl chain lipids is always associated with an enhancement
in skin barrier function [30,31], while an increase in short-length chain lipids leads to a
reduction in skin barrier function and is often observed in the SC of diseased skin with
a disrupted barrier [29,32,33]. These results are in accordance with the recent findings
of Lee et al. [31], which show that long-length chain TGs can improve CER content and
skin barrier function. PPAR signalling is known to modulate lipid metabolism in health
and disease states [88–90]. In the epidermis, very long chain lengths of fatty acids-bound
ceramides are elongated by the ELOVL enzymes [91–93]. These enzymes are known to
be regulated by the PPAR ligands and also contribute to enhanced triglycerol synthesis
and adipogenesis [94–96]. Furthermore, ELOVL3 participates in the formation of specific
neutral lipids that are essential for the function of the skin [97]. In addition, genes targeted
by PPAR-γ in adipocytes suggest that PPAR-γ senses incoming non-esterified long-chain
fatty acids and induces the pathways to store long-chain fatty acids as TGs [98]. These
are the likely reasons why we observe a shift towards mainly long-length chain TGs and
medium- and long-length chain CERs after treatment with a PPAR agonist. However,
further research is needed to confirm this and identify the specific ELOVL enzyme(s)
responsible for this shift.

Thus, the ELOVL enzymes contribute to the PPAR signalling, which is known to be
crucial for the maintenance of the skin barrier function [90]. Although the thiazolidinedione
PPAR-γ agonists like Pioglitazone and Rosiglitazone have been shown to be efficacious
in the treatment of plaque psoriasis [99], the systemic administration of these molecules
could lead to adverse events. These include fluid retention, oedema, bone fractures, and an
increased risk for heart failure [62,100]. These could be circumvented by topical application
and further use of a molecule with a comparatively superior toxicological profile. Ideally,
both these options should be explored in the treatment of skin ailments.

Given these results, the question arises whether the observed PPAR ligand-induced
changes in lipid composition impact skin barrier function, which is determined indirectly
by lamellar and directly by lateral ICL organisation in the SC [36,78]. The Raman data
describing lamellar ICL organisation (I1080/(I1060 + I1130)) show that the verum treatment
increases the number of trans conformers of ICLs at 0–30% SC depth, while the placebo has
no effect (Figure 3B). Analysis of lateral ICL organisation (FWHM of the 2850 cm−1 band)
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shows that the verum leads to a significant increase in the orthorhombic organisation at
30 and 60% SC depth (20–70% SC depth as a clear trend), while the placebo significantly
increases the hexagonal ICL organisation at 0–10% SC depth (Figure 3C). These results
confirm the topically applied PPAR ligand’s positive effect on improving skin barrier
function (strengthening effect). An unexpected significant difference was found between
the verum and placebo groups at 60–90% SC depth, where the placebo showed an increase
in trans conformers of ICLs, while the verum group was comparable to untreated skin
(Figure 3B). This effect is difficult to explain by the composition of the placebo cream, which
is also the basis of the verum cream. It is important to mention that the chosen parameters
(I1080/(I1060 + I1130) and FWHM of the 2850 cm−1 band) are almost the same for creams
and the superficial SC, so the creams themselves have no influence on the present analysis.
Other parameters commonly used for the analysis of lateral ICL organisation, such as
I2880/I2850 [36] and Raman band position at 2850 cm−1 [78], were not used because of
great differences between the superficial SC and cream values and, thus, a strong potential
influence on the obtained results.

Another parameter describing the skin barrier function is the TEWL [101], which
is known to be artefactual in topically treated skin due to induced skin occlusion. For
this reason, the last cream treatment was made the day before the measurements of V2.
Thus, an occlusion effect caused by the applied creams ought to be largely reduced. There
were no significant differences in TEWL between V1 and V2 and between the verum and
placebo groups. However, the mean TEWL did not change in the verum and tended to
decrease slightly in the placebo group (Figure 6A). This could be a sign of a decrease in
skin barrier function in the placebo group, which is also evident in an increase in hexagonal
ICL organisation at the superficial SC depth (Figure 3C) but also indicates the presence of
cream residues in the superficial SC (Figure 3A), which reduce the TEWL.

Using CRM, it was shown that the application of the verum cream changes the
secondary structure of keratin in the entire SC towards an increase in the β-sheet form
(Figure 4A). The β-sheet form contains a large number of open side chains, i.e., compared
to the α-helix form, it is more exposed and is characterised by an enhanced ability to bind
water. The difference between verum and placebo during V2 is significant at 0, 20–40,
and 80–90% SC depth, while a clear trend is observed in the entire SC. These results are
supported by a clear trend towards an increase in tightly bound (Figure 5A) and strongly
bound water (Figure 5B) and a decrease in weakly bound (Figure 5C) and unbound water
(Figure 5D) in the entire SC in the verum group. This is also consistent with the decrease
in the value of the hydrogen bonding state of water in the verum group, which shows
a trend toward an increase in hydrogen bonds between the water and the environment
(Figure 5F). The placebo group shows the opposite trend of a decrease in strongly bound
(Figure 5B), an increase in weakly bound water (Figure 5C), and an increase in the hydrogen
bonding state of water (Figure 5F) at the 0–40% SC depth, which is a typical sign of the
skin occlusion–transportation of water from a more strongly to a more weakly hydrogen
bonding state in the uppermost part of the SC [50].

Figure 4B–D shows the distribution of the parameters describing keratin’s tertiary
structure, which is also inhomogeneous in the SC, and determines the water binding
efficiency [45]. Figure 4B shows that there are no significant changes in cysteine forming
disulphide bonds in the verum and placebo group, but the difference between the groups
is significant at 0–10 and 90% SC depth (a clear trend in the entire SC), pointing a shift
towards the unfolded state in the verum group, indicating an increased possibility for water
binding. A significant transition of tyrosine from an unfolded, exposed state to a folded,
buried state is observed in the placebo group at 60–80 and 100% SC depth (Figure 4C),
indicating a lower possibility of binding water. No such transition is observed in the
verum group. Thus, the application of the placebo cream increases the amount of buried
tyrosine, which decreases the ability to bind water, while the verum cream does not. At
the skin’s surface, the opposite behaviour is observed in both the verum and placebo
groups—a significant shift towards an increase in exposed keratin, which is able to bind
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water more efficiently. The folding state of the tertiary keratin structure shows a significant
shift towards the folded state at 0–60 and 90% SC depth (0–100% SC depth as a clear trend)
in the placebo group (Figure 4D). Conversely, a significant shift towards the unfolded state
is observed in the verum group at 40–50 and 80–90% SC depth (40–90% SC depth as a clear
trend). The unfolded state of the keratin tertiary structure is characterised by the improved
ability to bind water. As a result, the tertiary structure of keratin in the verum group has
more possibilities to bind water than in the placebo group, which is consistent with the
parameters of the secondary keratin structure (Figure 4A) and a transformation of water
from a weakly to a strong hydrogen bonding state (Figure 5A–F).

An occlusion effect caused by topically applied creams could prevent water evapora-
tion from the skin and accumulate water, leading to SC swelling. The concentration of total
water is significantly reduced only at the surface in both the verum and placebo groups,
showing no significant differences in the remaining SC depth (Figure 5E), which is also
confirmed in Figure 6B, showing no changes in the SC thickness. The tendency for water
concentration to increase at the intermediate 20–70% SC depth in the placebo group could
be explained by the occlusion effect [50], whose molecular signs were discussed above.
Due to the strong variance in the water mobility state profiles, it is difficult to associate
an effect with the cream treatment. However, after treatment with verum cream, a clear
tendency to the enhancement of tightly (on average by ≈0.2%, Figure 5A) and strongly
bound water (on average by ≈0.8%, Figure 5B) and a decrease in weakly bound (on average
by ≈0.7%, Figure 5C) and unbound water (on average by ≈0.3%, Figure 5D) was observed,
which indicates the transformation of the water mobility state towards increased hydrogen
bonding state (Figure 5F), which is the sign of the skin barrier function improvement.

5. Conclusions

Concentrations of TGs and CERs, organisation of lamellar and lateral ICLs, total water
content, and water concentration depending on the strength of its hydrogen bonds (tightly,
strongly, weakly bound, and unbound water), the hydrogen bonding state of water, and
parameters of the secondary and tertiary structure of the keratin in the SC, TEWL and SC
thickness were determined in this double-blind, placebo-controlled, in vivo study. The
results show that the topical application of a non-therapeutic PPAR agonist, tested at a
concentration of 0.1% for 21 days, has no significant influence on lipid composition when
comparing values before and after treatment. However, a positive effect on the barrier
function of human skin, causing an increase in mainly long-length chain TGs (C50–C56)
and medium- and long-length chain CERs (C42–C50) at the superficial SC depth was
observed as a clear trend by lipidomic analysis of the tape strips comparing the placebo
and verum groups after the treatment. The tendential increase in mainly medium- and
long-length chain TGs and CERs induced by a PPAR ligand likely caused a change in the
lateral organisation of ICLs at a specific depth in the skin, leading to an increase in the
number of trans conformers and an orthorhombic packing phase that maintain the skin
barrier function, determined in vivo by CRM. When using CRM, it was shown that the
ability to bind water is increased at the entire SC in the PPAR ligand-treated group and
decreased or did not change in the placebo group, which is consistent with the parameters
of keratin’s secondary and tertiary structures. Thus, in the verum group, an increase in
tightly and strongly bound water and a decrease in weakly bound and unbound water in
the entire SC indicates a transformation of water mobility to a state of increased hydrogen
bonding, i.e., an increase in water-holding capacity, which is an indirect sign of skin barrier
function improvement. Although some of the observed changes are not significant, they are
recognisable as a clear trend. We assume that the small number of test subjects represents a
main limitation of this study.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cosmetics11020044/s1; Figure S1: chemical structure of oxeglitazar;
Figure S2: baseline removed Raman spectra of untreated skin (SC, depth ≈7 µm) (black), placebo
cream (red), and verum cream (green) in the FP (A) and HWN (B) ranges; Figure S3: triacylglycerol
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fold change during visit 2 (verum V2 normalised/placebo V2 normalised ratio) normalised to the
concentration of short-length chain TG(14:0_14:0_15:0). The horizontal line indicates a 2-fold change
between the verum and placebo groups; Figure S4: ceramide fold change during visit 2 (verum
V2 normalised/placebo V2 normalised ratio) normalised to the concentration of short-length chain
Cer(d16:2/18:0). The horizontal line indicates a 2-fold change between the verum and placebo groups.
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